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Abstract: In order to remain useful, it is important for software to evolve according to the 

changes in its business environment. The changes of highly volatile requirements, i.e. 

business rules, may even occur prior to system implementation. In this paper, we present an 

automated tool that supports the Business Rule-Driven Object-Oriented Design (BROOD) 

approach in propagating business rule changes to software design. We firstly introduce the 

BROOD approach that consists of a metamodel that defines the semantics and syntax of 

business rules statements and links these rules to their related software design components. 

The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is adopted to define the software design part of the 

metamodel. We also describe the design and implementation of our automated tool using 

Generic Modeling Environment (GME). 
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Model" metamodel, Business Rule 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, nearly all of commercial and government organizations are highly dependent on 

software systems. Due to the inherent dynamic nature of their business environment, software 

evolution is inevitable. The changes generated by business policies and operations are 

propagated onto software system. A large portion of total software lifecycle cost is devoted to 

introduce new requirements, and remove or change the existing requirements [J]. However, 

software evolution must be accomplished for the software to remain useful in its environment 

[2]. Due to this reason, software evolution is considered as a key research challenge in software 

engineering. 

Many research projects attempt to find a more applicable way for building a software 

system that is flexible to changes as well as predicting the effect of requirements change [3]. 
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However, most of them focus more on software technology, ignoring the consideration of the 

sources of changes in a software operational environment. 

Business rules, which are frequently changing in accordance with the business changes [4], 

have been identified as the important sources of changes. In addition, their changes bring the 

highest impact on both software and business process [5, 6). The explicit consideration of 

business rules in software development is important in assisting future evolution. 

In this paper, we present how the business rule approach to software evolution, which is 

called Business Rule-Driven Object-Oriented Design (BROOD), supports automated 

propagation of business rule changes to software design. It starts with a brief description of 

the BROOD approach. Next, it presents the design of the BROOD tool. It is followed by the 

demonstration of using the BROOD tool based on the examples from the web-based 

healthcare information system case study. Finally, we give the summary and conclusion. 

2. THE BROOD ApPROACH 

There are two main categories of business rule approaches to software evolution i.e. 

business rule conceptual modelling and evolvable software systems. Business rule conceptual 

modelling focus on specification issues such as the typology and structure of business rules. 

For example, the Business Rules Group (BRG) that classifies business rules into three main 

types i.e. structural assertions, action assertions, and derivations [7] and Business Rule

Oriented Conceptual Modeling (BROCOM) that introduces a metamodel that formalizes 

business rules in conceptual modelling [8, 9]. Morgan suggested formalization in terms of the 

pattern of business rule statements which is capable to be translated into formal logic [10]. 

Ross proposed the functional categories of business rules Le. rejectors, projectors, and 

producers [11]. 

With regard to evolvable software systems, business rule extemalization in software 

implementation was considered as the main objective. Among the leading approaches is 

Adaptive Object Model (AOM), which is dermed as "a system that represents classes, 

attributes, and relationships as metadata" [12, 13]. Other examples include Coordination 

Contract and Business Rule Beans. Coordination Contract aims to separate core business 

entities which are relatively stable and volatile business products which keep changing for the 

business to remain competitive [14]. Business Rule Beans (BRBeans), formerly known as 
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Accessible Business Rules [4, 15], is a framework that provides guidelines and infrastructures 

for the extemalization of business rules in a distributed business application. 

Business Rule-Driven Object-Oriented Design (BROOD) attempts to fill the gap between 

business rule conceptual modelling and evolable software systems. It consists of a metamodel 

that defines the structure of business rules. The ultimate aim of the BROOD metamodel is to 

support the linking of business rules to software design, which in tum facilitates the 

traceability and propagation of the rule changes to its related design components. Since 

business rules are often managed by business users, the metamodel should naturally define 

business rules from the users' perspectives. At the same time, the definition should be well 

structured enough to be linked to software design. There are three main goals of the business 

rule metamodel. First, it should have an exhaustive and mutual exclusive typology to capture 

all possible types of business rules. Second, it should have the structured forms of expressions 

for linking the business rules to software design. Third, it should include rule management 

elements to improve business rule traceability in business domain, which consequently 

simplifies business rule management. These three characteristics form the basis for the 

development of the business rule metamodel.. 

The Unified Modelling Language (UML) [16] metamodel is used to represent software 

design since it is widely accepted in research and industry communities. In general, the UML 

metamodel consists of three packages Le. Foundation, Behavioral Elements and Model 

Management. These packages define various useful models for the understanding and 

specification of the system under development. For the purpose and scope of this research, 

only two models are included in the study namely class diagram and statechart diagram which 

respectively model the static and dynamic aspects of software systems. 

BROOD introduces rule phrases that link the user-oriented business rule specification to 

software design. Rule phrases are considered as the building blocks for the rule statements. 

They can be maintained independently during implementation, in other words, they are not 

deleted when a business rule is deleted. However, the modification and deleting of a rule 

phrase is not recommended since a careful effort is needed in reviewing its aggregated 

business rules. In addition to playing a role as the building blocks for business rule 

statements, rule phrases are also important in linking business rules to software design 

elements. As shown in the metamodel in Figure 1, each rule phrase is linked to zero or more 

UML model elements. The conceptual framework of the BROOD approach can be found in 

[17] whilst the more detailed discussion specifically on the BROOD metamodel and process 

is discussed in [18]. 
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3. THE DESIGN OF THE BROOD TOOL 

The BROOD approach simplifies the evolution activities by providing business rule 

traceability in object-oriented software design which in tum facilitating business rule-driven 

evolution. However, the process introduces several additional activities to the traditional 

object-oriented software development. These additional activities include the documentation 

of business rules and linking them to software design. Although these activities bring great 

benefit in the evolution of a business rule intensive software system, but they make a software 

development process too complicated without an automated tool support. 

The BROOD tool assists users in performing the development and evolution activities such 

as business rule creation and management, software design editing, and business rule change 

propagation. It was developed on top of the Generic Modelling Environment (GME). The 

Generic Modeling Environment (GME) [19, 20], which was developed by the Vanderbilt 

University, is a configurable toolset that supports the easy creation of a modelling 

environment. The created modelling environment can be subsequently used for building large 

scale, complex models. The powerful modelling concepts such as model hierarchy, multiple 

aspects, sets, references and constraints are integrated in GME. GME also contains integrated 

model interpreters for translating and analysing the models under construction. The 

configurable feature of GME provides great flexibility for methodologist especially for the 

frequently evolved modelling paradigm. This feature was also considered as the main reason 

for this research to choose GME in experimenting and demonstrating its proposed concepts. 

In GME, the modelling configuration is accomplished through a metamodel that specifies 

the modelling paradigm (or modelling language) of the application domain. The metamodel 

defines the syntactic, semantic and presentation information of the domain for example, the 

concepts that are used to construct the models, the relationships that may exist among those 

concepts, the organization and view of the concepts by the modeller, and the rules governing 

the construction of models. The metamodel is composed using different combinations of the 

GME modelling concepts such as model, atom, reference, connection, and aspect. The 

BROOD metamodel, which is discussed in section 2, is used to generate the BROOD tool 

environment. Figure 1 shows the example of business rule metamodel definition using GME 

environment. 
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Figure I. Defming business rule metamodel in GME environment 

We also developed three main modules (Le. interpreters in GME terms) in order to 

simplify the rule phrase management, business rule composition, and business rule 

modification. These modules also perform the automated propagation of business rule 

changes to the respective software design elements, which is impractical to be performed 

manually. The metamodel, the graphical model editor, and the above three modules are 

located at the core component and user application layer in the BROOD tool architecture. The 

rule phrase entries, business rule specification, and software design models are considered as 

the stroge layer in the tool architecture. The BROOD tool architecture, which is based on 

GME architecture, is shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. The BROOD tool architecture [21] 

GME provides a constraint manager as a general mechanism for representing modelling 

rules and constraints. In GME, constraints are expressed using the MultiGraph Constraint 

Language (MCL), a predicate logic language based on the Object Constraint Language 

(OCL). The constraint manager is fully compliant with the standard OCL 1.4 specification 

[22]. The examples of the constraints defined for the BROOD tool and their OCL 

specifications are given below: 
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•� RPEntriesSingleton: project.allInstancesOf(RulePhraseEntries)� 
->size <2� 

•� NotEmptyTemplateID:� 
self.templateID.trimO <> ""� 

•� UniqueRulePhrase:� 
project.allInstancesOf(Cardinality) ->� 
select( c Ic.name = self.name ) -> size = I� 

In the above examples, RPEntriesSingleton controls the project to only have a single rule 

phrase entries model. This restriction may simplifY the maintenance of a large number 

of unique rule phrases. The second constraint, Le. NotEmptyTempiatelD, checks the 

templatelD attribute of the connected business rule instance to ensure that the value is 

not empty. It is important in ensuring that tempiatelD always has a value since it is 

frequently used in the developed interpreters for instance the generated business rule 

statement depends on the selected templatelD. The last constraint in the above examples, 

namely UniqueRulePhrase, was attached to all rule phrase atoms or objects to ensure that 

each rule phrase is unique. A unique rule phrase name may avoid the business user 

confusion on the meaning of the selected rule phrases in composing a business rule. 

4. BROOD TOOL FEATURES 

Having completed and interpreted the physical metarnodels discussed in the previous 

section, the newly generated tool environment of the BROOD modelling paradigm that is 

based on the GME meta-paradigm is now ready to be used. In its main window, which is 

shown in Figure 3, the name of the currently opened project is displayed on the Title bar. 

Menu bar and tool bar allow access to certain commands provided by the environment. The 

buttons to execute the interpreters are located at the right-end of the tool bar. Mode bar 

contains selection and connection buttons. Model editing window is used to visually construct 

and edit the models. Users may add the model component, which is called part in GME, by 

selecting it from part browser window and dragging it to the model editing window. Each 

model editing window has its own title bar that displays the name of the currently edited 

model. The attributes of the model can be added or modified using the form-based attribute 

browser window. Users may navigate the models in the current project using the tree structure 

view provided by model browser window. 

..:;' 1lIdI_.� 
.....� ......� 

F 
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Figure 3. The generated BROOD tool environment 

4.1 Model Editing 

There are four main types of models can be created using the BROOD tool: rule phrase 

entries, business rule, class diagram, and statechart diagram. The simplest way to create a new 

model is to right-click the project name in the model browser window and select Insert Model 

command from the pop-up menu. Users may select the type of the model to be created from 

the displayed choices. As the type is selected, a new item with the default model name is 

inserted in the tree view of the current project. By double-clicking on the model name, the 

model editing window is displayed and the model is now ready for editing. 

4.2 Adding a New Business Rule 

The Add Business Rule (ABR) module was developed to assist user in adding a new 

business rule to the selected business rule model. The ABR module performs two main tasks: 

business rule composition and software design updating. In business rule composition, rule 

phrases are used as the building blocks to construct a new business rule statement. Majority of 

the rule phrases are available from the rule phrase entries. For certain types of rule phrases, 

such as value and number, they are not stored in the rule phrase entries. Instead, their values 

are entered during rule composition and stored as the rule attributes. With regard to updating 

the software design, the ABR module automatically updates the software design information 

to correspond with the newly composed rule. The action taken depends on the selected rule 

type and template. For example, the attribute and relationship constraints are directly linked to 

the attribute and relationship in the class diagram. 

As the ABR is invoked, it shows the selection window that allows a user to specify the 

type of the business rule to be added. A business rule composition window is displayed after 

the user made the choice. As the example, the window that is displayed when the user 

chooses a relationship constraint is shown in Figure 4. User may enter the name and choose 
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the ruleset for the new business rule. The rule template must be chosen from the listed 

choices. As the template is selected, the rule phrase type combo box is populated according to 

the selected template. The available rule phrases are displayed in the rule phrase list box. User 

only needs to double-click the desired rule phrase to select it. The selected rule phrase is ' 

inserted in the selected phrases list box. Use construct rule button to display the composed 

business rule statement. 
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Figure 4. Adding a new relationship constraint 

Having composed the business rule statement, the business rule is now ready to be added 

to the currently opened business rule model. As mentioned above, the ABR module does not 

only compose business rule but it also performs a trickier task Le. updating the design 

components according to the newly composed business rule. In the above relationship 

constraint example, the relationship constraint atom is firstly created for the new business rule 

and it is consequently added to the current model after a user clicked the Add Business Rule 

button. Next, it searches for the existing association relationships between the first and second 

entities. Then, it displays the pop-up window that allow user to link business rule to one of the 

existing associations or create a new association. Once the association is selected or created, 

the cardinalities and role information form the business rule is transformed to their respective 

attributes of the selected association. 

The creation of a new connection is trickier when the source and destination classes are not 

located in the same diagram or the destination class is a class copy. To solve this problem, the 

ABR module traverse all models and checks both classes and class copies to find the source 

and destination classes. If the classes are located in the same class diagram, it will create a 

connection from the source class to the destination class or class copy. However, if the classes 

are located in different diagram, the ABR module must create a new class copy as the 

destination for the new connection. The source codes that implement this task is shown in the 

following code snippet: 
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the ruleset for the new business rule. The rule template must be chosen from the listed

choices. As the template is selected, the rule phrase type combo box is populated according to

the selected template. The available rule phrases are displayed in the rule phrase list box. User

only needs to double-click the desired rule phrase to select it. The selected rule phrase is'

inserted in the selected phrases list box. Use construct rule button to display the composed

business rule statement.

Figure 4. Adding a new relationship constraint

Having composed the business rule statement, the business rule is now ready to be added

to the currently opened business rule model. As mentioned above, the ABR module does not

only compose business rule but it also performs a trickier task i.e. updating the design

components according to the newly composed business rule. In the above relationship

constraint example, the relationship constraint atom is firstly created for the new business rule

and it is consequently added to the current model after a user clicked the Add Business Rule

button. Next, it searches for the existing association relationships between the first and second

entities. Then, it displays the pop-up window that allow user to link business rule to one of the

existing associations or create a new association. Once the association is selected or created,

the cardinalities and role information form the business rule is transformed to their respective J
attributes of the selected association. I
The creation of a new connection is trickier when the source and destination classes are not 1
located in the same diagram or the destination class is a class copy. To solve this problem, the I

ABR module traverse all models and checks both classes and class copies to find the source 'J

and destination classes. If the classes are located in the same class diagram, it will create a :

connection from the source class to the destination class or class copy. However, if the classes

are located in different diagram, the ABR module must create a new class copy as the

destination for the new connection. The source codes that implement this task is shown in the

following code snippet:
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II--Create a new Association connection where both classes in the same class diagram 
if(classDiagram I == classDiagram2) 
{ if (!dstClass->GetNameO.Compare("NULL") = 0) 

conn = classDiagram 1-> CreateNewConnection("Association",srcClass,dstClass); 
else� 

conn = classDiagram 1->� 
CreateNewConnection("Association",� 
srcClass,dstClassRet);� 
conn->SetName(linkedRelationship);� 
conn->SetAttribute(srcCardAtt,� 

designCard1); 
conn->SetAttribute(dstCardAtt,� 

designCard2);� 
conn->SetAttribute(srcRoleAtt,� 

roIePhrase); 
} else 
II Create a new Association where srcClass and 
II dstClass resided in different class diagram 
{ CBuilderModelReference *newClassRef= 

classDiagrarn 1-> 
CreateNewModeIReference("ClassCopy",dstClass);� 

newClassRef->SetName(dstClass->GetNameO);� 
conn = classDiagrarn 1->� 

CreateNewConnection("Association" 
srcClass,newClassRet);� 

conn->SetName(linkedRelationship);� 
conn->SetAttribute(srcCardAtt,designCard I);� 
conn->SetAttribute(dstCardAtt,designCard2);� 
conn->SetAttribute(srcRoleAtt,rolePhrase);� 

} 

4.3 Performing Business Rule Changes 

The ultimate aim of the BROOD tool is to simplify the implementation of business rule 

changes. The Modify Business Rule (MBR) module was developed to assist tool users in 

performing this task. The MBR module starts with displaying a tree structure of the rulesets 

and business rule statements of the currently opened business rule model. User may browse 

the business rule statement and select the statement to be modified. After the statement is 

selected, the MBR module traverse the business rule model to obtain the business rule object 

(atom), create a new window according to the type of the selected rule, and populating the 

window with the current business rule information. 

Figure 5 shows the window when a user select 'WHEN 30 day after the creation date ofthe 

invoice IF current balance of the invoice is greater than 0 THEN trigger issue the first 

reminder' rule statement from the tree view. 
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Figure 5. Modifying an action 'assertion business role 

As shown in Figure 5, the window is initially populated with the existing rule phrases and 

templates of the selected business rule statement. User may modify the event, condition, 

action, and linked software design components using this window. With regard to the 

condition and action modification, user may change their templates by selecting one of the 

listed choices in the provided combo boxes. After the Confirm Template button is clicked, the 

rule phrase type combo box is populated with the names of the rule phrase types found in the 

selected templates. User may select a rule phrase type to change from rule phrase type combo 

box. As the rule phrase type is selected, its instances from rule phrase entries are listed in the 

rule phrase list box. User may select the item by double-clicking. If the user select <value> 

from the rule phrase type combo box, the edit box and Insert Value button will be activated to 

allow the user to enter the value of <value>. The selected role phrases are displayed in the 

selected rule phrases list box. User may view the changed rule statement using the View 

Changed Rule button. 

Upon clicking the Commit Change button, the business rule changes are automatically 

propagated to the linked software design components. The specification of event, condition, 

and action of the business rule are transformed to event, guard, and action of the linked state 

transition in the selected statechart diagram. The business rule may also be linked to the 

operation that performs the specified action on the occurrence of the event and the satisfaction 

of the condition. For example, this action assertion is implemented in addReminderListItemO 

operation of the InvoiceApp class that adds the paymaster into the list of the category I past 

due paymasters when the payment is not received within 15 days from the invoice date. The 

list is subsequently used to manually issue the first reminder letters. In this example, the 

changed business rule specification is transformed to the design specification and 

automatically inserted in the specification of the addReminderListItemO operation. In certain 
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As shown in Figure 5, the window is initially populated with the existing rule phrases and

templates of the selected business rule statement. User may modify the event, condition,

action, and linked software design components using this window. With regard to the

condition and action modification, user may change their templates by selecting one of the

listed choices in the provided combo boxes. After the Confirm Template button is clicked, the

rule phrase type combo box is populated with the names of the rule phrase types found in the

selected templates. User may select a rule phrase type to change from rule phrase type combo

box. As the rule phrase type is selected, its instances from rule phrase entries are listed in the

rule phrase list box. User may select the item by double-clicking. If the user select <value>

from the rule phrase type combo box, the edit box and Insert Value button will be activated to

allow the user to enter the value of <value>. The selected role phrases are displayed in the

selected rule phrases list box. User may view the changed rule statement using the View

Changed Rule button.

Upon clicking the Commit Change button, the business rule changes are automatically

propagated to the linked software design components. The specification of event, condition,

and action of the business rule are transformed to event, guard, and action of the linked state

transition in the selected statechart diagram. The business rule may also be linked to the

operation that performs the specified action on the occurrence of the event and the satisfaction

of the condition. For example, this action assertion is implemented in addReminderListItemO

operation of the InvoiceApp class that adds the paymaster into the list of the category I past

due paymasters when the payment is not received within 15 days from the invoice date. The

list is subsequently used to manually issue the first reminder letters. In this example, the

changed business rule specification is transformed to the design specification and

automatically inserted in the specification of the addReminderListItemO operation. In certain
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occasions, user may need to change the linked design components. However, changing the 

linked software design components is infrequently happened during the software operation. 

User is also allowed to change the event specification by clicking the Change Event button. 

As the button is clicked, the window shown in Figure 6 is displayed. 
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Figure 6. Modifying an event rule phrase 

As shown in Figure 6, the currently selected template and rule phrases are displayed on the 

window. User is allowed to change the template, however it must be carefully done since the 

event might be used by other action assertion rules. The most frequent change to an event 

specification is to change the value of its rule phrase. For example, a user may wish to change 

the number of days of a category 1 past due invoice from 30 to 15 days. This can be done by 

very easily by selecting <number> from the sub-phrase type combo box, enter the value in the 

<number> edit box, and press the Insert Number button. Next, user may choose either to type 

in a new event phrase or automatically generate based on the modified event specification. 

Finally, user may click Commit Change button to save the event changes and return to the 

caller window. The event phrase and rule statement in the caller window will be updated 

accordingly. 

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The design and implementation of the tool that supports the BROOD approach was 

described in this paper. The BROOD tool was developed using the configurable GME 

modelling environment. The physical metamodel, which is the implementation version of the 

BROOD metamodel discussed in section 2, were developed for all BROOD models such as 

rule phrase entries, business rule specification, class diagram, and statechart diagram. A 

number of simple modelling constraints were also created and attached to the particular 

metamodel components. The defined metamodels were used in generating the BROOD tool 
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As shown in Figure 6, the currently selected template and rule phrases are displayed on the

window. User is allowed to change the template, however it must be carefully done since the

event might be used by other action assertion rules. The most frequent change to an event

specification is to change the value of its rule phrase. For example, a user may wish to change

the number of days of a category I past due invoice from 30 to 15 days. This can be done by

very easily by selecting <number> from the sub-phrase type combo box, enter the value in the

<number> edit box, and press the Insert Number button. Next, user may choose either to type

in a new event phrase or automatically generate based on the modified event specification.

Finally, user may click Commit Change button to save the event changes and return to the

caller window. The event phrase and rule statement in the caller window will be updated

accordingly.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The design and implementation of the tool that supports the BROOD approach was

described in this paper. The BROOD tool was developed using the configurable GME

modelling environment. The physical metamodel, which is the implementation version of the

BROOD metamodel discussed in section 2, were developed for all BROOD models such as

rule phrase entries, business rule specification, class diagram, and statechart diagram. A

number of simple modelling constraints were also created and attached to the particular

metamodel components. The defined metamodels were used in generating the BROOD tool
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environment. The chosen GME was found very convenient in experimenting with the 

implementation feasibility and technical aspect of the BROOD metamodel since it is highly 

configurable in generating a new modelling paradigm. The BROOD tool provides a number 

offunctionalities in assisting the development and evolution activities in the BROOD process. 

These functionalities are provided using the GME-generated graphical model editor and the 

developed fonn-based modules. The developed modules are provided to maintain rule phrase 

entries, compose new business rules, and perfonn business rule changes. The fonn-based 

graphical user interfaces of these modules facilitate the composition of a new business rule 

statement using the existing rule phrases in the rule phrase entries. They also assist the linking 

of business rules to their related software design components. These modules automate the 

propagation of the business rule changes to software design via the extensive use of the GME 

programming facilities. 

As a conclusion, the BROOD tool simplifies the tedious, error-prone, and time-consuming 

task of linking and propagating the business rule changes to software design components. A 

business rule can be changed by changing its rule phrases and the changes are automatically 

propagated to the related software design components. Apart from that, the BROOD tool 

provided useful feedbacks in the improvement of the technical aspect of the BROOD 

metamodel and templates. 
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